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The Bti Slews 
Vol. 60, No. 90 Bowling 'Green Stole University Wednesday, April 13, 1977 
CONTROVERSY HAS CENTERED ■round the Kurioslty 
Korner, 325 E. Wooster. The business, consisting ol lour 
specialty shops and converted from a boose, was to in- 
clude an ethnic-oriented news service, bat rumors that an 
Citizens pppQSfi_QPfining 
N«w»pho»o   by lorry Koy« 
adult bookstore was to replace the service forced owners 
lo rent the store to another proprietor. Here, employe 
Patricia Shope checks some of the merchandise. 
Ethnic news service shop barred 
By Jamie Pierman 
Staff Reporter 
An ethnic oriented news service 
almost opened for business in the new 
Wooster Specialty Shops. However, 
several persons opposed the shop. 
They thought it was going to be an 
adult bookstore 
Bill Dunipace, Wood County dog 
warden, said he was preparing to open 
the news shop in a house at 325 Wooster 
St., which has been converted into four 
shops by the owners, Howard and Mary 
Alice Rutter. 
Rutter is the city Ore chief. 
Dunipace said he was expecting to 
open April 15, but the space was rented 
to someone else before he could even 
have measurements taken for news 
racks. 
ANOTHER PERSON who wanted to 
rent space in the shops, but was unable 
to, said she talked to the Mutters and 
warned    them    that    she     thought 
Inside the News 
• EDITORMLS... A group of persons burned a U.S. flag 
yesterday in the Union Oval and the News thinks there are 
better ways to lodge protests. Read our position on page 2. 
• FEATURES. Rehearsals for the University Theatre 
production of Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet" have begun in 
preparation for its end-of-the-month run here. Beth Rooney tells 
how the rehearsals are going on page 5. 
• .SPORTS...Jenny GUI, two-time national pentathlon splacer, 
quit the women's track squad Monday. The story is on page*. 
Weather 
Mostly sunny 
High near 85 F( 29 C) 
Low near (OF (1(C) 
10 per cent chance of rain 
Dunipace was planning to open an adult 
bookstore. 
Requesting anonymity, she said she 
and a friend had wanted to rent space 
for a food co-op. 
"We were not opposing an adult 
bookstore, but it just didn't go with a 
food co-op," she added. 
According to Mrs. Rutter, Dunipace 
was not allowed to rent space because 
the shops were already rented. 
Mrs. Rutter said the rumor that 
Dunipace's shop would be an adult 
bookstore bothered her. 
However, she said, there was no 
agreement in writing and Dunipace had 
not paid any money for rent, so the shop 
was rented to someone else. 
DUNIPACE said.'Rutter said I was 
going to open a porno shop. He said he 
didn't want my type of clientele up 
there since his wife was running one of 
the shops." 
According to Dunipace, Rutter also 
said he did not want blacks and other 
minorities in the shops while his wife 
was working in one of them. 
Dunipace said he had agreed with the 
Rutters to have "anything they wan- 
ted" written in the lease. But, before 
Dunipace could have the shop 
measured for news racks, the Rutters 
informed him they had already rented 
the shop. 
"I call it out and out bigotry," 
Dunipace said. "I thought Archie 
Bunker was only on TV." 
McFall Center renovation 
eliminates wasted space 
By Roger Lowe 
Staff Reporter 
The McFall Center renovation 
program is being designed to help the 
University make better use of the 
building. 
"The building was no good to them 
before," said a foreman on the Job who 
wished to remain anonymous. "It had a 
lot of wasted space before." 
One of the biggest changes in the 
building will be the multi-purpose 
meeting area on the building's second 
floor. 
That room will be divided into a 
meeting area and a large gallery for 
spectators, according to University 
President Hollis A. Moore Jr. 
THE BOARD of Trustees will use the 
room, he said, because the number of 
spectators at previous board meetings 
made it impossible to hold the meetings 
in the Board Room on the 
Administration Building's tenth floor." 
Moore's office and the offices of two 
vice presidents will also be located on 
the center's second floor. 
Mocre, whose office will be located in 
the southeast corner of the building, 
will have his own restroom and shower. 
"His (Moore's) office isn't any bigger 
than any other one," the foreman said. 
"I WILL occupy four per cent of the 
building," said Moore, adding that he 
will move his office to McFall Center to 
get closer to the students. 
He said McFall Center was in a "high 
traffic area" and that students would 
be more likely to come to his office 
there than to the Administration 
Building's tenth floor. 
Other offices moving into McFall 
Center, including Office of Admissions, 
Faculty Senate, Graduate College and 
two vice presidents, will also take 
furniture from their present offices. 
MOST of the new furniture will go 
into the meeting room, Moore said. 
The area around McFall Center will 
be landscaped extensively, the foreman 
said, and a new driveway built that will 
run from Wooster Street to the south 
side of the building. 
This new driveway will make it 
easier for prospective students to find 
the Office of Admissions, which will be 
loated on the south side of the McFall 
Center, said John W Martin, director of 
admissions. 
"The project cost for the McFall 
Center renovation is $1,142 million," 
said Roland Y. Engler, University 
architect. Project cost includes the 
architect's fees and furnishings, he 
said. 
The renovaton will be funded by the 
state, which has hired Herman 
Brothers, Inc. as general contractors. 
Candidate list finalized; 
campaign in full swing 
A revised list of Student Government Association (SGA) candidates has been 
issued by Cynthia A. Mangum, chairman of SGA's election and opinions board. 
According to Mangum, three students are pursuing the presidency-David E 
Hyland. Frank D. Nevius and Robert F. Wolf. 
Nancy L. Gardner and Jennifer A. Krueger are seeking the position of vice 
president, Mangum said. 
Those who filed petitions for student representative tothtBoardof Trusteesare 
Ron H. Bell, Thomas K. Singer, Craig D. Valentine, Thomas C. Washburn and 
Bruce R.Weber. 
Two students each are campaigning for academic affairs coordinator and state 
and local affairs coordinator; however, Mangum said the only petition for cultural 
affairs coordinator has been withdrawn. 
Mangum said that two senate petitions, one from Ward 7 (sororities) and 
another at-large, have been added to the original 30. 
Campaigning for SGA positions began yesterday and will continue until election 
day, Aprill 28. 
All candidates are asked to schedule an interview with the News today, 106 
University Hall. 
$400 tuition surcharge may be lifted 
HB 94 to a id out-of-state students 
By Bill Lammrn, 
Assistant Copy Editor 
Out-of-state students at Ohio's state 
universities may not be required to 
pay the $400 per quarter out-of-state 
surcharge on tuition, if a bill passed by 
the Ohio Senate receives the approval 
of the Ohio House of Representatives 
and Gov. Rhodes. 
The bill, House Bill 94, was approved 
unanimously by the Ohio Senate two 
weeks ago. House committees will act 
on the bill next week, following Easter 
recess. 
The bill provides for the Ohio Board 
of Regents, which oversees state 
university activities, to enter into 
reciprocal agreements with adjoining 
states regarding tuition and student 
aid. 
The states would, in effect, trade out- 
of-state surcharges dollar for dollar, 
eliminating the surcharge for students. 
THE BOARD of Regents would have 
to formulate details of the reciprocity 
program, pending similar action in the 
affected states. 
Adjoining states must pass bills in 
their legislatures enabling their 
universities to enter Into such 
agreements. 
"It takes two in order to agree for 
Ohio to have a plan," University Vice 
President Richard A. Edwards said. 
"It would require the Michigan 
legislature, the Indiana legislature, the 
Kentucky legislature and the Penn- 
sylvania legislature to develop similar 
type programs," Edwards added. 
EDWARDS SAID a similar program 
now exists between Minnesota and 
Wisconsin. 
A specific need exists in the Western 
Pennsylvania area, which could be 
served by Youngstown State Univer- 
sity. 
The bill would also provide for funds 
from the state to be used for out-of-state 
students. 
"Ohio citizens cannot be subsidizing 
education In Michigan," Edwards said. 
"It has to be on a doUar-for-dollar 
basis." 
The Board of Regents would have to 
work out the details regarding the out- 
of-state fees in state institutions 
because there are no standard 
guidelines now between the states 
regarding the out-of-state fees. 
news 
views 
"Do yon agree with the decision to 
chance front Hall to a women's 
dorm and to change Offenhaner 
East and West to coed on alter- 
nating floors? B M, why? Of not 
why not? 
This week news vfcnrs asks 
students their opinions on the 
changes that have been planned for 
the Offenhauer towers and Prout 
Hall. 
Responses were varied. Of 15 
students interviewed, 5 were for 
the change, 5 opposed it, 2 would 
like to see both dorms beccie 
completely coed, and 3 had no 
opinion on the matter.    , 
Reasons for the opinions dif- 
fered greatly. 
Mnwaaana h) law> liana 
Kosmond Russell, senior: 
"If we're going to have a coed 
dorm, I think it should be in a very 
conducive atmosphere which the 
Towers create as opposed to Prout, 
because the Towers are a much 
better structured dormitory. The 
atmosphere is much better. The 
coming together of the two sexes 
would be much more enjoyable 
there than opposed to Prout."  . 
s- 
Robert R. Nilles, senior: 
"No, I dont. I don't see how it's 
not going to cost any more, like 
switching restrooms from female 
facilities to male facilities and 
male dorms to female dorms. I 
don't see how it's not going to cost 
anytliing. It's got to be coming 
from somewhere, therefore I think 
we're going to be paying the extra 
costs." 
Ronald        O.        Richardson, 
sophomore: 
"I think Prout would be a better 
girls' dorm for the simple reason 
that it's in the middle of campus 
and they wouldn't have to worry 
about going too far out. Towers 
would be a good dorm to have as 
coed because it has a lot of room." 
Diane Golero, junior: 
"No, I don't agree with it. Prout, 
being smaller than Offenhauer.is 
better for a coed dorm existence 
because you get more interaction. 
Prout is traditionally the coed dorm 
and some people enjoy living there 
just for what it stands for, while at 
Offenhauer you wouldn't have that 
kind of coed living." 
Douglas S. Stub, senior: 
"Yes, I think I do because I think 
Offenhauer is a nicer dorm and it 
seems like more of the older 
students, juniors and seniors, Uve 
there and they would be more able 
to handle the coed division." 
' ■-. <;. 
opinion 'judgment is founded on trutn... 
social and political columnist 
motive for burning       ■ ■ ■   .. .      ^  i€ 
•sterday afternoon 15 to 20 black men burned a large American flag in        Wl   lUf  V lUVw      I    V* V %• I U   I   I KJ I    I VJ I     I t?*5     VJvJI   lU   • 
it of the Union. V^ 
Yest r
fron  
Several students attempted to stop the burning, saying that is was a 
desecration of the flag and that it was against the law. Others tried to 
reason with the men. And still others wanted to know why the students 
burned the flag. 
But no real reason was given. The men said it was a "silent protest." 
The News disagrees with the protesters' methods. If a complaint is so 
serious that the flag is burned, then the entire campus should know the 
nature of the complaints. Nothing Is accomplished if students and the 
administration don't know what is going on. 
new job program 
College students from low income families are almost always at a 
disadvantage when searching for a Job. 
First, many students from low income families don't have the working 
record of many middleclass students. Many of them didn't get the 
chance to work when they were teenagers to get a working record. Jobs 
in the inner city are hard to come by. 
Secondly, employers sometimes believe that these students have plenty 
of money, especially if they receive University, state or federal education 
loans or grants. 
And Anally, many local employers are not willing to design schedules 
that would not interfere with students' classes. 
But a new program, set up by the Department of Labor under the 
Comprehensive Training Employment Act may fund a jobs program 
soon. 
The program will provide about 45 jobs to area students with family 
incomes below the poverty level. Under federal guldlines, this means 
that the gross income of a family of one cannot exceed $2,800 a year, 
with the level increasing $900 for each additional family member. 
This is an excellent idea. 
The jobs will pay from $2.30 to $3.50 an hour and will include on- 
campus and off-campus work. On-campus jobs would involve work in 
administrative offices. Off-campus nonprofit agencies such as gover- 
nment offices, libraries, public schools and day care centers will also be 
employing the students. 
Instead of merely offering grants or aid, the government should expand 
this type of employment to low income students whose family Income is 
just above poverty level. Part time jobs can be handled by most students 
and they will be gaining experience and job references in the community. 
The News urges interested students to attend the 5 p.m. meeting today 
in the Student Court Room, Student Services Bldg., where applications 
for the jobs will be accepted. 
What has happened to the student 
movement in the colleges? What have 
been some of the setbacks and disap- 
pointments? And what is the student of 
today into? 
FIRST OF ALL, I think that students 
have been apathetic and lackadaisical 
in political, social and academical 
spheres of our community-the campus. 
The lack of involvement and the 
misappropriation of time and energy 
has infested the minds of students so 
that priorities that were once 
associated with student roles in society 
have been distorted and misconstrued. 
The generation of students before us, 
the hippies, the radicals, the social 
intellectual militants of the 60's were 
united in an effort to gain control of 
their community and destiny. By all 
means possible they tried to change the 
values and priorities of their nation, 
state and community because they 
were dissatisfied with its negative 
course. 
They understood their roles as 
leaders of tomorrow and as the 
inheritors of the whole legacy of 
America. 
On the campuses students sought to 
attain rights that would give them 
control of their destiny. By taking over 
buildings, through sit-ins and marches 
they told the people that they were 
determined to change things. 
In each state, the workers, the poor, 
the black united with students to protest 
and march for civil rights, integration, 
ecology, and economic subsistence. 
Throughout the nation factions united 
to actively protest the Vietnam war and 
American imperialism. 
THIS WAS A PERIOD when black 
and white united, workers and students, 
intellectuals  and  common  folks  too 
%Y0U CWA W Of? THAT OfFEE — ITS HDBOUSLY DAIftfc'" 
guest humorists 
sga hopefuls review talent 
SGA elections are just around the 
corner, and the candidates will soon be 
hitting the campaign trail. 
In order to give students a preview of 
what to expect, we questioned the 
presidential candidates about their 
strategies. 
The first candidate we talked to was 
reluctant to discuss his plans, stating 
that he had called a secret birthday 
party for his staff to discuss strategy. 
WE OFFERED to buy him a present. 
and when that didn't work we 
threatened to take him to court. 
He changed his story at that point, 
claiming that he never really intended 
to run for office. 
"Actually, he said, "I only declared 
candidacy because I was tired of 
studying and needed something dif- 
ferent to do." 
THE SECOND candidate interviewed 
had a unique plan to encourage 
senators to attend SGA meetings. 
The plan? Hold all meetings at 
Howard's, with the SGA picking up. the 
refreshment tab. According to the 
candidate, the money would come from 
a discretionary fund at his disposal. 
When asked what he planned to do for 
students he refused to comment. He left 
Gabe 
Hollister 
D.M. 
Petch 
the room mumbling about being ex- 
pected to think of everything. 
The third candidate we talked to 
plans to do something for everybody. 
As an example, he stated that he had 
promised to have Mark Kearn tied 
across the indoor track at the start of 
'rack practice next year in order to 
appease the track team. 
AFTER TALKING to the first three 
candidates, we thought we were ready 
for anything. That is, until we met the 
fourth candidate. 
We talked with the fourth candidate 
in his living room, in front of a warm 
fire. He was wearing jeans and a 
cardigan sweater, and had an annoying 
habit of constantly steepling his 
fingers. 
This candidate stated that much of 
his campaign would rely on good P.R. 
When asked to give an example of 
this, he smiled broadly and said that he 
would always appear in public with a 
book bag over his shoulder. 
OUT OF CURIOSITY, we asked him 
if that was an original idea. 
"No, he said, "but if it worked for JC, 
why not me?" 
You know, he just might have a 
point... 
Cheers. 
D.M. Petch and Gabe Hollister are 
students at the University. They will be 
writing regular columns on the Joys of 
being at Bowling Green State 
University. They are freelance writers 
and have written for Mother Earth 
News. 
united on whatever level of capacity 
and potentiality they had to change on 
each front the "negative mentality" of 
the status quo. 
Their struggle was an intense one; 
they did reap some fruits through the 
social and political activities of protest, 
but did the movement reach its ex- 
pectations, did things change 
significantly, and did their energetic 
activism survive to regenerate? 
First their expectation was not met; 
it was diluted, aborted, and ex- 
tinguished with various strategies of 
counter resistence waged by the 
government, the media, and traditional 
sentimentalities of society. Every day 
we learn more of the various means the 
FBI, national militia, state and local 
police used to physically snuff out the 
movement. The government waged a 
fierce economic   war on the people. 
STUDENTS WERE hit hard, the 
black, the poor, everyone who did not 
"work" with the system was squeezed 
into sacrificing social and political 
ideologies for bread and water. 
Students could not afford to clothe, 
feed, or house themselves, they were 
gunned down by the militia (Kent State, 
Jackson State, Chicago), they were 
ostracized and kicked out of the family, 
and some fell for the drug trick- 
bag...The workers, blacks, and poor 
were coerced into settling biological 
subsistence as their only priority 
because of the economic   trick-bag. 
I say it was a trick-bag because 
everyone knew that America was the 
richest, the most powerful nation in the 
world. It was sending men up to the 
moon and possessed the most advanced 
technology in human history. Everyone 
knew that America could help them if 
she wanted to, besides she was helping 
everybody else. 
Helping these people was not the 
main priority of the "negative men- 
tality" of the leaders of America for 
they were and are only concerned with 
their survival and comfort. 
Another trick-bag was the issue of 
race, that's where the media played a 
significant role. What began as 
peaceful methods of attaining dvil 
rights, integration, and basic human 
rights by students, blacks, and workers 
ended in tragic mass killings of leaders 
and people involved. Mass confusion of 
intentions, issues, and ideologies were 
carefully distorted by the media. It 
made the entire movement into a racial 
movement causing both internal and 
external factions to be suspicious and 
confused. 
Though the people were protesting to 
a "negative mentality" and not specific 
individuals, the media made it a black 
militant and hippy movement which 
generated fear into the minds of the 
power structure, the elite, and common 
white and black people of America. 
TV WAS ESPECIALLY responsible 
for its biased coverage of the riots, 
marches, and anti-war demonstrations. 
It made white people scared of every 
black person whether or not he was an 
activist. The killings, brutality, and 
vicious means of stopping these 
protests made black people hateful of 
white people. On both sides and within 
every faction, the enemy was changed 
from a "negative mentality" to specific 
individuals of the races. 
Let's not forget that the relationship 
has never been cordial in American 
history, but whatever fire that existed 
was fueled by the media. More im- 
portantly it destroyed the mutual bond 
of commonality the students, workers 
and poor of both black and white fac- 
tions had against the "negative men- 
tality" of the status quo. 
Today students are still controlled by 
economic determinants that hold a 
tight grip on our biological means of 
subsistence which has stifled our social, 
political and academic develop- 
ments. 
Our only priority now is to get a piece 
of the rock. By sacrificing our long 
term social, political and academic 
priorities for short term economic 
ones, we are only concerned with the 
individual and not the asses or those to 
come after us. We are betraying them. 
College is no longer a place where one 
comes to get an education, but a J-O-B, 
and that is often impossible. Colleges 
are producing mindless students 
blinded by dollar signs and a survival of 
the fittest mentality in the job market, 
social and political arenas. 
THE HIPPY NOT ONLY cut off his 
hair but he also cut off his "head," in 
cleaning up he used a little "bleach." 
The black activist has lain down and 
slept through menial token positions in 
political and social spheres in which 
just a FEW have made it, but the 
masses are still begging and crawling 
so there has been no significant 
progress. 
The factionalism that exists amongst 
students is one that is extremely 
destructive, the racist attitudes that 
exist (check out the bathroom walls) is 
in a collision course, and the present air 
of negativism (check out the BG News) 
will culminate into the total destruction 
of student rights. 
Next week I will offer some remedies 
and solutions to correct some of our 
problems, contradictions, and in- 
consistencies of the future of student 
activism and survival. A quote from 
Kwame Nkrumah until then. "Thought 
without action is empty. Action without 
thought is blind." 
Alcide Vincent, an exchange student 
from New Mexico State and Editor of 
the Obsidian Is a BG News political 
and social columnist. His opinions do 
not necessarily reflect the opinions of 
the News editorial board. Opposing 
views are welcome. 
(Letters 
why? 
WANTED: 
Someone   to   answer   WHY?   the 
American flag was burned Tuesday, 
April 12,1977. 
Reply in care of this paper or to: 
Dan Buckley 
News Director 
WBGU-FM 
413 South Hall 
prof's book 
delightful 
As a student in the classroom in 
which the author of "Powers and 
Dominations" is the instructor. I want 
students and others to know what I 
think of this publication. 
He, Robert Early, takes you through 
a journey in the monastery where no 
female is allowed. 
"Powers and Dominations" is a 
delightful book. The author makes you 
feel the lonliness of living with 36 males 
in almost complete silence. 
He takes you through the days and 
nights, the weeks, the months; yes, he 
takes you through twelve years of being 
dominated by powers over which he 
had no control. It took Robert Early 
twelve years to make up his mind that 
this secluded life was not what he 
desired. 
Only by reading "Powers and 
Dominations" can you feel the lonliness 
and the suffering that this young 
professor had endured. 
Only by being associated with him, 
Robert Early, in the classroom can you 
delight in his portrayal of humorous 
incidents which did actually happen In 
this Benedictine monastery. 
Before the course has hardly begun, 
you will become involved in his 
magnetic personality. For a different 
weekend read "Powers and 
Dominations". It's delightful. 
Irene A. Ball 
127Troup 
lacrosse 
Being avid sports fans at BG for the 
past 4 years we are pleased with the 
recent success of the hockey team, but 
after reading Bill Estep's article In last 
Wednesday's BG News we feel there is 
one other important team that Mr. 
Estep has overlooked. 
In his article he stated: 
"...this school finally has a winner. A 
consistent winner. A team that wins 
championships. A team that plays in 
the NCAAs. A team to be proud of. A 
team you can brag about to your friends 
at Ohio State. Or Miami. Or Kent State. 
And it is the Falcon hockey squad." 
There is another group of athletes 
that wins consistently; that wins 
championships and also one that the 
students at BG can be proud of-the 
Lacrosse team. 
During the past 3 years the team has 
won 32 of 34 games, 27 of 28 league 
games (MLA). 2 league cham- 
pionships; has had 3 All Americans; 
has the best win-loss record in the 
country in lacrosse; has the best win- 
loss percentage of any sport at BG; 
has been nationally ranked in the top 
20 the past 3 years. 
Their record against Ohio State is 8-2. 
The list could go on and on! 
Taking nothing from the hockey team 
we feel that it is about time the 
Lacrosse team has gotten some 
recognition. It's a fast moving sport 
which attracts many people. It has the 
quick pace of hockey, the roughness of 
football and a finesse and beauty all its 
own. 
We feel it deserves more coverage 
from the BG News and support from 
BG students and sports fans. 
Let's show the lacrosse team that we 
recognize their winning record by 
supporting them at their games. 
See you April 16th vs. Ohio Wesley an 
at the stadium. 
Chris Frldrick 
Karen Jamison 
Alice Suter 
835 4th St. 
correction 
Yesterday the News innaccurately 
reported that the bathrooms in 
Off enhauer West had to be converted to 
be used by women. The dorm 
bathrooms can be used by both men and 
women. 
The BTJ Hews 
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Library eyes archives relocation 
WcAMdiy, Aprt U, Itn, The BQ Nmra PH*> 
By Julie Hallo 
Staff Reporter 
The University archives 
may move to the Northwest 
Ohio Great Lakes Research 
Center, according to 
University archivist Stephen 
C. Morton, who called the 
move "unofficial but 
probable." 
The move would not only 
transfer materials from the 
third to the fifth floor of the 
library but also would 
change administrative 
responsibility for the ar- 
chives from the library to the 
research center, under the 
direction of Dr. Richard J. 
Wright, Morton said. 
He said the end result 
would be "one big research 
center of which the archives 
willbeapart." 
The proposal, part of a 
evaluation and report on the 
future of the research 
center, was drawn up by 
Wright and has been sub- 
mitted for review to the 
committee on program 
evaluaton (COPE), ac- 
cording to Vice Provost 
Sheldon Halpern. 
IT WILL then be sent to the 
provost, and after a meeting 
with the council of deans, 
action will be taken. 
Halpern se!d that if ap- 
proved, the transfer of the 
archives would probably 
take place at the end of this 
fiscal year. 
Morton said the main 
reason for the move is the 
research center's microfilm 
equipment. Microfilming 
will reduce the amount of 
space needed for physical 
records in original form, and 
save money. The change also 
would allow better op- 
portunity for the archives to 
obtain finanacial aid through 
grants, he added. 
Library Director Melville 
R. Spence said he has no 
objection to the plan because 
the library Is "out of space" 
and has  "more important 
Day in Review 
From Associated Press Reports. In Cooperation With WBGU-TV 
Edited by Bill lomrners 
Liddy's term commuted; 
eligible for parole in July 
A   lawyer   for   convicted   Watergate 
burglar Gordon Liddy said yesterday that 
President Carter has commuted to eight 
years Liddy's 20-year prison sentence. 
Liddy will be eligible for parole in July. 
Federal law permits a prisoner to be 
eligible for parole after he has served one- 
third of his sentence. 
Liddy was the mastermind of the 
Watergate burglary. He conceived the 
plan, presented it for approval to John 
Mitchell, who was head of Richard Nixon's 
reelection committee, and recruited the 
other six men who took part in the 
burglary. 
Liddy and James McCord, one of the six 
other participants, stood trial. The other 
five, including E. Howard Hunt, pleaded 
guilty. 
Uddy was convicted of six counts of 
burglary, wiretapping and conspiracy and 
was sentenced by federal Judge John 
Sirica to a term of six years, eight months 
to 20 years. 
Liddy steadfastly refused to talk about 
his role in the matter and went im- 
mediately to prison. Prosecutors sought to 
bring him before the Watergate Grand 
Jury under immunity. 
Even then, Liddy kept quiet 
Liddy also went before a House in- 
vestigating committee and refused even to 
answer to his name, much less give any 
testimony. 
For that, Liddy was found in contempt of 
Congress, but no additional time was 
added to his sentence. 
U.S. to give $13 million 
to Zaire for 'non-lethal aid' 
The State Department said yesterday 
that the Carter administration has agreed 
to give Zaire about f 13 mllion In what is 
referred to as "non-lethal" military aid. 
A spokesman said a Zairean request for 
emergency military aid has been rejected. 
The spokesman said the embattled 
African nation will be sent one C-130 cargo 
aircraft worth about $9 million. The rest of 
the aid consists of radio equipment, spare 
parts for airplanes and vehicles and 
assorted related material. 
In explaining why the non-lethal 
equipment was chosen over presumably 
combat-related aid, the State Department 
spokesman said the U.S. is "attempting to 
provide assistance to help Zaire stabilize 
the situation and protect its borders." 
The spokesman indicated that combat 
material would only have ted to increased 
fighting when the U.S. is working to reduce 
the combat. 
Hussein to visit U.S., 
discuss Arab problems 
The Royal Palace in Amman announced 
yesterday (hat Jordan's King Hussein will 
pay a two-day visit to the U.S. starting 
April 25. 
The announcement said Hussein will 
discuss the Arab-Israeli conflict with 
President Carter. Informed sources in 
Amman say Hussein will seek additional 
U.S. economic aid for Jordan. 
In Washington, the White House said 
President Carter welcomed the op- 
portunity to establish personal contact 
with King Hussein, who this year is 
celebrating the silver Jubilee of his reign. 
The White House said Carter and 
Hussein will discuss all issues connected 
with the search for a Just and durable 
settlement of the Middle East conflict, as 
well as other matters of mutual interest 
Carter signs new law 
to assure raise approval 
President Carter has signed the law 
which makes certain that members of 
Congress get no future pay increases 
without first voting on the issue. 
The new law retains a special com- 
mission to make recommendations to the 
President on pay raises for Congress and 
other top officials. 
The President will decide whether to 
submit pay raise recommendations to 
Congress. Then, both the House and the 
Senate will have to approve the increase 
by a roll call vote. 
Under the old law, an increase 
automatically went into effect unless 
vetoed by either house. 
Recently a 29 per cent pay increase for 
Congress, federal Judges and other top 
officials went into effect, without any vote 
on Capitol Hill. It raised a public outcry 
and led to passage of the law signed 
yesterday by President Carter. 
The bill also resurrects a program that 
expired at the end of March, providing 
extended unemployment benefits for long 
term unemployed. 
Illegal Mexican drug 
allowed for cancer cure 
A federal Judge in New York signed an 
order yesterday permitting a 69-year-old 
terminal cancer patient to use the Illegal 
drug laetrile. 
The Judge's order bars the U.S. Customs 
Service and the Department of Health, 
Education and Welfare from interfering 
with the purchase of the drug by Joseph 
Rizzo, who suffers from cancer of the 
pancreas. 
Hizzo's doctor has supported his bid to 
use the drug because, he said, his patient 
would die without it. 
The drug, made in Mexico from apricot 
pits and bitter almonds, is used in more 
than 20 countries to treat cancer. 
The Food and Drug Administration 
refuses to permit its sate or use in the U.S., 
saying it has not found that it is an ef- 
fective treatment against cancer. 
Rizzo's two sons-in-laws are expected to 
travel to Mexico to buy the drug. The 
Judge's ruling allows the importation of a 
three month supply. 
The ruling provides that the drug will be 
kept by Hizzo's doctor, who will be 
required to file an affidavit every 30 days 
outlining how much of the drug Rizzo has 
used. 
New York disease link 
to Legionnaires probed 
The National Center for Disease Control 
in Atlanta has sent one of its experts to 
New York to see whether the deaths of 
three elderly residents of a care center 
were related to Legionnaires' disease. 
Six others from the care center have 
been hospitalized. They are all reported to 
be elderly men with respiratory ailments. 
A New York city medical examiner said 
the three men who died could have had a 
combination of flu and pneumonia, but he 
adds that there is a possibility the men 
ingested some kind of toxic substance. 
The so-called Leglonnaries' Disease 
killed 29 people who attended an American 
Legion convention in Philadelphia last 
summer. The presence of the bacteria 
which causes this disease can be con- 
firmed only by laboratory tests. 
Two of the deaths In New York took 
place after the patients were admitted to a 
Veterans Administration hospital. 
expansion needs" than the 
archives. 
"WE COULDNT continue 
to keep expanding space for 
the archives," Spence said, 
adding "Once the archives 
moves, we'll have no official 
connection with them." 
He noted that after the 
move there would be more 
space   for  the rare books 
collection, also on the third 
floor. 
Morton said some records 
would be stored in areas 
other than the research 
center, adding that decisions 
will have to be made con- 
cerning whether records go 
to a records management 
center, offices of origin, 
library stacks or the in- 
cinerator. 
Alternate storage facilities 
would help alleviate space 
shortages, he added. 
AS DIRECTOR of the 
research center, Wright 
who has handled city and 
county records for six years, 
said his primary function Is 
"records preservation and 
accessibility." 
He said no dollar figure 
saved from the archives 
transfer has yet been 
projected but savings would 
also come from several 
intangible sources such as 
retrieval       expendiency. 
It takes much longer to 
locate information on paper 
than on microfilm, he said. 
Wright said that in the 
past offices have had to seek 
out archivists. "The Impetus 
should be turned In the op- 
posite direction," he said. "I 
think we have to seek out the 
offices. The program is only 
going to be as viable as it Is 
visible." 
Mv^hmr ItonoNn QWBII Qaswan 
Maybe we'll 
cure cancer 
without your help, 
but don't bet 
your life on it. 
. The way it stands today, one American 
out ol lour will someday have cancer. That 
means it will strike some member in two 
out ol three' American families. 
In change those statistics we have to 
bring the promise ol research to everyday 
reality And to expand our detection program 
and techniques And that lakes money. 
I uis ill money Money we won't have— 
unless you help us. 
The American Cancer Society will 
never give up the light. Maybe we'll find the 
answers even without your help. But don't 
bet your life on it 
American Cancer Society i 
In answer to the many requests, 
there will be a tryout practice 
for walk on's. 
Mon. APRIL 18th at 3:00 pm 
at the stadium. 
Come prepare for physical activity 
and report to Coach Beckholt. 
NOW LEASING 
PAIL —  $218 per quarter, per person 
(Based on 4 person occupancy) 
SUMMER —   $450 per apartment 
Summ»r leases include ih. use of all pool, touno. 
ond exercise facilities ol Fitness World Health Spa 
MOUNT VERNON 
802 E. Sixth St. 
Bowling Green, OH 
(ADJACENT TO FITNESS WORLD HEALTH SPA) 
CONTACT: Dennis Noneman 
372-1941 
Trustee Day focuses on evening Me 
Trustee Day will take place at night this 
year, beginning tonight with a 9130 dinner. 
Using the theme "BG Operates After 
Dark," the program is Intended to give the 
Trustees an idea of evening campus ac- 
tivities, according to Mark E. Kerns, 
student representative to the Board of 
Trustees and organizer of the program. 
"The University is not open from Just 
nine to five, and I wanted the trustees to 
have an opportunity to observe different 
student activities that take place in the 
evening." he said. 
According to Kerns, at 7 p.m the 
trustees will be given a campus tour by 
two student guides. 
DURING  THAT  time  they  will  be 
escorted   to   organizational   meetings, 
^student  court  hearings  and offices of 
services open to students in the evening. 
Including Campus Fact Line and the 
University Union. 
Kerns said several trustee* will be 
participating in University functions in 
which they are specifically interested. 
One trustees will attend the flying club 
meeting and another is expected to patrol 
with a University police officer. 
A question and answer period between 
the trustees and 40 student leaders la 
scheduled for 9:00 p.m. at WBGU-TV 57. 
It will be broadcast live on the closed 
circuit campus station, and will be 
rebroadcast Thursday in the University's 
Commuter Center. 
Ending the evening will be an informal 
reception where the Trustees will meet 
with University officials and student 
leaders. 
VICTOR 
APARTMENTS 
Now Signing Leases for 
Summer and M Occupancy 
SUMMER RATES: 
*125/m0e per apt. 
FALL RATES: 
*75/mo. per person 
(BASED  ON   4-MAN   OCCUPANCY) 
WE OFFER: 
2 bedrooms, 11/2 bath A/C, 
all utilities paid (exc. elec.) 
and more; balcony, dishwasher, 
garbage disposal, ample 
parking facilities. 
Phone: 
818 7th St. 352-2461 
352-5673 
WEDNESDAY    IS 
IROUND-UP.. DAY 
Quarter Pound 
CHEESEBURGER 
PLATTE 
$1.09 
Rogers 
Restaurants 
E.Vfooster/Summit 
Open 10 "-Midnight! 
P»ie I Tlie BG Newt, Wednesday, April U, U77 
Can you 
be good at 
something 
you don't 
believe in? 
Yes. 
You can be good at passing tests that are meaningless to you. 
You cm be good at selling encyclopedias that you know are inferior. 
Ultimately, you can even be good at a profession that you 
don t really believe in. 
You can be good. But for some people, being good just isn't 
good enough. 
For the people who brew Busch beer, it isn't 
good enough. That's why, at Anheuser-Busch, we persist 
in brewing Busch beer just one way—the natural way 
We frankly believe that's the best way to brew beer. 
And when you believe in what you're doing, 
you just naturally do it better. 
Try a Busch. 
We believe you'll agree. 
BUSCH 
When you believe in what you're doing, 
you just naturally do it better. 
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RUSH 
7:30-9:30 
TONIGHT 
BREW 
AND 
EGGS 
A 
Diversified 
House 
With A 
Winning 
Attitude 
RUSH 
Local Briefs 
Clarification 
Yesterday-s News reported that Student Government 
Association President BUI Burris said his primary reason 
| for supporting an increase in educational fees next year 
was because he feared that funds normally used for 
academic programs would be used to pay for the 
University's recreation center. 
However, Burris said yesterday that he supported an 
increase in tuition this fall because he did not want the 
adverse effect of raising the general fee to finance the 
recreation center, in September, 1978, to limit ad- 
ministrators In raising educational fees at that time. 
By raising fees this year, students would have a two- 
step increase in fees instead of one large increase, Burris 
said. 
Rape prevention 
University Police U. Roger A. Daoust will present a 
rape prevention clinic at 10 p.m. today in the Offenhauer 
main lounge. The public is invited to attend. 
Concert 
The Bowling Green Woodwind Quintet will present a 
concert at 8 p.m. today in the Recital Hall of the College of 
Musical Arts. 
The ensemble wil perform pieces by Francois Gebaur, 
David Amram. as well as Bozza's "Pentaphonie" and 
3anacek's "Mladi." 
The concert is free and open to the public. 
Auditions 
Auditions for a series of one-act plays, entitled "We 
Spayed Our Chinchilla Last Thursday," will be held from 
8:30to 10 tonight in 105 llanna Hall. 
AU students, faculty, staff and townspeople are invited 
to audition for the plays. 
Critics program 
A limited number of students will be accepted into the 
1977 program of the National Critics Institute, a project of 
the O'Neill Theater, Waterford, Conn. 
The National Critics Institute is a professional work- 
study program for theater critics. The program will run 
July 10 through August 7. 
Applications are available from the O'Neill Theater 
Center, Suite 1012,1860 Broadway, New York, NY 10023. 
Puppetry workshop 
Nancy Dennis, professional puppeteer, will conduct a 
workshop on puppetry, from 9.30-11:30 a.m., April 20 at 
the diversity Center for Continued Learning, 194 S. Main 
St. 
During the program, Dennis will discuss puppetry 
construction and guidelines for prodjctions involving 
children and puppetry. 
Workshop registration is $2.50 Pre-registration ia 
requested. 
Court Appiications 
Any student wishing to serve as a student court 
prosecutor, defense counselor or Justice for the 1977-78 
academic year must pick up an applicaton in 460 Student 
Services Bldg. Appliratons must be returned by April 19. 
CAMPUS MANOR 
(behind  Burger  Chef  8  Dino't) 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 
• SPECIAL RATES* 
JUR COMMTIKD (by gas) 
ALL OT1ITES PAD EXCEPT ELECTRIC 
Phone  352-9302  or   352-7365 (evenings) 
Model Open   12 - 4:30 Daily 
UNIVERSITY COURTS 
& 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
APARTMENTS 
i,Bf|ta.",Mn!!H ihri BggUa 
MOW LEASING FOR FALL RENTAL 
Office Hours: 
Mon.,   Wed.,   Fri.      1-5  p.m. 
Tues.   &   Thurs.       10-5   p.m. 
Sot.      10-4  p.m. 
OR CALL   FOR  APPOINTMENT   352-0164 
OFFICE 
Located  Last  Bldg.  on   South  Mercer   St. 
Production set for enr/ of mnn*h 
Wednesday, April 13, JI77, Tae BO Newt Page I 
'Romeo and Juliet' cast rehearses 
Preview By 
BethRooaey 
Men cavort about in ballet slippers, with 
three-foot swords buckledin their gym shorts. 
Women stumble in long lengths of material 
fastened about their waists with a safety pin. 
Casually dressed students roam unpainted 
wooden platforms in an imaginary castle. 
So proceeds a rehearsal for the University 
Theatre production of William Shakespeare's 
"Romeo and Juliet." to be presented at the 
end of this month. 
Blood donors 
needed 
The blood drive, currently being held in the Grand 
Ballroom, Union, is in need of o-negative and a-negstive 
blood types for immediate emergency surgery. 
Persons with these blood types are requested to call or stop 
in at the blood drive and make an appointment. 
For an insight 
into the entertainment world, 
read the Perspective page 
in every Friday's News. 
"—— . J   haunting Main Auditorium late at night. Set    from the first kiss'" 
WHAT THE cast Is doing, at first glance, 
looks chaotic, with everyone yelling, 
rehearsing their parts in corners of the stage, 
conferring with the line prompter, and trying 
on costumes. 
But when director Dr. Roger Gross says 
"OK, let's go," everyone becomes quiet, as if 
the curtain has actually risen. 
A» the narrator comes to the front, and 
quotes the opening lines about two "star- 
crossed lovers," the theatre is transported to 
ancient Verona. 
The magic lasts until one of the Montagues 
trips on his sword, the Nurse's inflated 
bosoms dislocate or someone fluffs a line. 
Then, while someone fixes the disturbance. 
Gross rushes about getting cafeteria chairs to 
from a bench that someone forgot to, or to 
encourage Juliet to better understand the 
interpretation of a line. 
CAST MEMBERS not rehearsing sit 
in the Main Auditorium, doing homework or 
talking quietly Insmall groups. 
The cast usually rehearses about four hours 
each weekday night, with several sessions on 
the weekend, for six weeks. 
But cast members are not the only ones 
ti i it ri l t t i t. t 
builders, prop managers, costume and 
makeup designers and stage managers are 
also present, working back stage as the 
performers rehearse their lines. 
Two weeks before opening night, the cast 
has started run-throughs; which are often 
interrupted, since props are missing, and 
actors must make do with pantomime. 
THE SET is only half-constructed, making 
for insecurity about stage position. Sword 
fights are tentative and just partially 
choreographed and dances have not yet been 
staged. 
Actors still have trouble with dialogue, lines 
are often forgotten and stage business and 
blocking are sketchy. 
These problems often lead to strange and 
funny moments, such as during a sword fight, 
when a muttered "OK. are you ready?" was 
heard between combatants. 
Or when Romeo forgot where to exit, and 
rehearsal was interrupted for ten minutes 
while the entire cast tired to determine 
whether it was upstage right or downstage 
left 
Or when Romeo and Juliet's first meeting 
when poorly and Gross yelled. "OK, take it 
fr  t  fir t i !  
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WINTHROP TERRACE 
NORTH AND SOUTH 
NOKlAJfING DEPOSIT ON APARTMENTS 
FOR SUMMER £ FALL OCCUPANCY 
SUMMER RATES FOR NEW TENANTS AS FOLLOWS: 
175/mo 2 people in 2 bedroom 2 bath 
160/mo 2 people in 2 bedroom 1 bath 
150/mo   1 or 2 people 1 bedroom   1 bath 
SUMMIT TERRACE: 
>• 165/mo   2 people in 2 bedroom   1 bath 
155/mo   1 or 2 people in 1 bedroom   1 bath 
FALL RATES START AT 67.50/PERSON 
OFFICE AT WINTHROP SOUTH 
400 E. NAPOLEON ROAD 
352-9135 
OPEN SATURDAY APRIL 16 
9-12 AND 1-3 
OPEN 9-12  &   1-5  MON-FRI  J 
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT * 
B^Rtf^GA?^ CLUB 
MINI CONCERT PRODUCTIONS 
STRICTLY ROCK AND ROLL    NO DISCO    ALWAYS THE BEST IN LIVE ENTERTAINMENT 
STEPPENWOLF 
APRIL 18 
CANADIAN HERITAGE: 
CRUSH 
APRIL 11-16 
TUESDAY IS 
COLLEGE ID 
NIGHT 
CONCERT 
9:30 P.M. 
ELLIOT 
BLACK 
BAND 
APRIL 18-23 
BRING YOUR ID - 
YOU GET IN FREE! 
WITH SPECIAL GUESTS:  THE ELLIOT BLACK BAND 
TICKETS $4.00 AT 
TIVIT'S (SOUTHWYCK) - BOOGIE RECORDS - HEAD SHED 
— REGULAR ATTRACTIONS — 
MONDAY THROUGH THURSDAY - TWO FOR ONE 
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY ■ LADIES' NIGHT - LADIES IN FREE 
MONDAY & WEDNESDAY ■ WET T-SHIRT CONTEST - $50 GRAND PRIZE 
MONDAY  &   TUESDAY  -  COVER  50' 
WEDNESDAY  &  THURSDAY  -  COVER  $1.00 
FRIDAY  &  SATURDAY   -  COVER   $2.00 MAY 9-14 
1-475 to Airport Highway - East to Byrne - North to Byrnegate Plaza on right 
Just past over pass - South of Hill Avenue 
PU« • TV BG New*, ttedaeaday, April IS, UTJ 
Th*> BG Nows encourages volunteers with an interest 
in writing or editing to contact the Now*, 106 University Hall. 
U'hvrr  thrifty   shopping  is  i phns 
Great Scot 
FSlIMDir FOOD SIOHIS 
UNBEATABLE 
BONUS 
BUYS! 
ABORTION 
$150.00 
I(XI   FREE 1 u m    10 p m 
1-800-438-5534 
fBWfjmffiRn^BTn)^^ 
UMITTWO 
HAWAIIAN 
JNCH RED 41 OZ. 44 t 
LIMIT EIGHT 
WITH THIS GREAT SCOT COUPON 
GOOD THRU APRIL 17,1977. 
s$mw » mmm mmnwrn 
£5     No 7014 
BEECH NUT 
1 BABY 
IjQOD 
WITH THB GREAT SCOT COUPON 
GOOD THRU APRIL 17,1977 
,Js»JtltllMLttJ^^ 
^tff^UvTiffl^^ 
LIFE 
CEREAL 
LIMIT ONE 
20 
OZ. 
* 
WITH THIS GREAT SCOT COUPON 
GOOD THRU APRIL 17,1977 
I LIMIT ONE 
DISHWASHING 
DAWN ■TERGENT 
WITH THB GREAT SCOT COUPON 
GOOD THRU APRIL 17,1977 
22 
•Z. 
♦ 
LIMIT ONE 
■EU 40 
«. OZ. 
♦ 
WITH TMB WHAT SCOT COUPON t $10 ADDITIONAL 
rURCH ASI IXCLUCMNG BUR, WINE I CIGARETTES GOOD 
THRU APRIL 17.1*77. 
59J »JlvJLvJL«LMMfii^^ 
ABORTION 
Starting Rate 
$125 
1-24 week pregnancy 
terminated by 
Licenced Gynrcologiit 
CLOSE TO OUR AREA 
FINEST FACILITIES AND 
MODERN TECHNIQUES 
CALL TOLL FREE 
800-362-1205 
Charities Board 
BIKE AUCTION 
Today at 
3:30 p.m. 
in the Forum 
h.ll.ncl. t,„l„ 
P.O. SoiSl? 
■owbnt Gr*«n. Ohio 
IHU 
Advertising Sales 
Positions Open 
Immediately In Bowling 
Green, Fostoria, Findlay 
And Tiffin. Call 
352-3538 For Interview 
The Flatlands Trader 
=«*, 
$100 
REWARD 
FOR ANY IN- 
FORMATION LEADING 
TO THE ARREST ANO 
CONVICTION OF THE 
PERSON OR PERSONS 
WHO DEFACED THE 
FRONT OF THE CLA- 
ZEL THEATRE ON 
TUESDAY EVENING ■ 
APRILSTH. 
ANY INFORMATION 
PERTAINING TO THIS 
INCIDENT WILL BE 
ACCEPTED BY THE 
BOWLING GREEN CITY 
POLICE DEPARTMENT 
OR 
ARMSTRONG 
THEATRES 
US'i NORTH MAIN 
BOWLINOOREEN, 
OHIO 
PH. 152-SI9S 
ACROSS 
1 — Centre. 
scene of "Main 
Street" 
5 German house 
wire 
9 Clock bird 
11 Brings inlo agree- 
ment 
13 Gallagher's part- 
ner, in old song 
14 Irish county 
16 Loophole: Slang 
17 Husky 
19 Madame Butter 
fly's sash 
20 Coin of Iran 
22 Jack-in-the-pulpit 
23 Dally 
24 Dogwood 
28 Reply: At.hr 
27 City on the Rhone 
delta 
28 At last: Fr. 
30 Girls of the good 
old days 
32 Abound 
34 Between morning 
and night 
35 Barbecue 
38 Familiar French 
infinitive 
41 City W of Venice 
42 Pasture land 
44 Vilbgenear 
Verdun 
16 Large quantity: 
Colloq. 
47 Side formation 
49 Verb suffix 
50 Dock workers' gp. 
51 American general 
and explorer 
53 Cargo unit 
54 Rumpus 
56 Dancer's 
garment 
SB Numbers 
59 Resort city of 
Florida 
60 Catamaran 
61 Famous stage 
name 
DOWN 
1 Uphold 
2 " Du Lieber 
Augustin" 
3 Luau music- 
makers 
4 Australian 
marsupial 
5 Inundate 
6 Jingle 
7 Generation 
8 Wicked 
9 Holiday on 
a ship 
10 Responsibilities: 
Last, 
11 Sleele's writing 
partner 
12 Costly furs 
13 Gulf, off 
Mindanao 
15 Double talk 
18 Wordofadmon 
ishment 
21 Ignored 
23 Labrador 
product 
2S Serbian name (or 
Fiume 
27 From the 
beginning: Lai. 
29 Latest: Prefix 
31 Extinct bird 
33 Mrs.J. Alden's 
maiden name 
35 "Don't ..." 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
36 German chieftain 
of the Slh cent. 
3? Indians, for 
example 
39 Kind of coffee 
40 Collector's item 
41 Twosome 
43 There was  
woman..." 
45 Consign 
17 Vanguard 
44 Do liiIIII.II;i 
51 Feudal estate 
52 Large evergreen 
tree 
55 Southern power 
source: Abbr. 
57 Skin lone 
DOONESBURY 
T^fiOODI 600  NCMB HERE. 
menmseai&m 
OF sweats* is Aixm 
Pl£D6N6HXe'AVEM6e 
AMEJUCAH'CALL-INSHOWS 
/nxcAKiix!     , 
ASANJKgASEAtVUCAH. 
MKK IJWXtDFEei 
MORE CHEESEDBf THAT 
ifiaoifTKNomm 
CHflNCSS OFACTUALLY 
KEACHN6TMMANmtt 
ABOUT ONE IN \ 
TItUE. UNLESS. 
OF COURSE, WWtE 
AN AVBUGB AMER- 
ICAN psyacPAm / 
by Ga/ry Trudeau 
SIP. A* 
roucouw 
JUSTCHAT 
UITHMMFOR 
A MM/IB... \ 
OH, ALL 
H6HV8U1 
NOTUKTIL. 
AU.THECU0 
SCLVTSARE 
/  FREiO! 
"SSZ. 
Campus Calendar 
Campus Calendar Is a listing ot the day's events (meetings, 
lectures and entertainment) provided as a service to readers. 
Unless otherwise specified, the events are free and open to the 
public. To submit an entry, Campus Calendar forms »rt 
available at the News office. 106 University Hall, 372 2003. There 
Is no charge for events listed in this section. 
Wednesday. April u 
MEETINGS 
HIP special education  13 p.m. 417 Education Bldg. Advisement 
meeting for freshmen and sophomores. 
BGKoSutemlDolo 5 7p.m. 701 Hayes Hall. 
University  Theater  auditions 6:30 10 p.m.     105  South  Hall. 
Scripts available at theater library, third floor, South Hall. 
National Student Coalition Against Racism -6 p.m. 110 Business 
Administration Bldg. 
Introductory science 7p.m.  140 Overman Hall For any science 
oriented student 
Association for Childhood Education 7-6 p.m.    Capital Room. 
Union  Open to education majors in the field of early childhood. 
elementary and special education 
Ski Club  ; JOp.m  210 Math Science Bldg 
Gay Union  ' 30pm   305University Hall 
German Club 9p.m. 142 Shatiel Hall 
Gerontology 9:30 p.m. 115 Business Administration Bldg 
LECTURES  
UNIVAC seminar 4 p.m.    210 Math Science Bldg.    ECL for 
Fortran, Cobol and PL 1 
Vincent Bugliosl lecture 8 pm. Grand Ballroom, Union 
ENTERTAINMENT  
Women'strack 3p m. Whlttaker Track BGSU pentathlon 
Bike auction- 3:30p.m  Forum, Student Services Bldg. 
"Die Anhalterin" ("The Female Hitchhiker") film-7:30 p.m. 
River Room, Union German film sponsored by the German and 
Russian departments 
Spring hairstyles 8 p.m   Second floor study lounge, Ashley Hall 
speaker from Hair Repair 
Woodwind Quintet-1 p.m. Recital Hall. Music Bldg. 
Classifieds 
LOST A FOUND 
LOST: Glass 6. case, both 
brown,  frames  clear  around 
middle Mark 2 5331  
SERVICESOFFERED 
Boy  would  like  odd  lobs on 
weekends.    Mother    will    do 
housework. Call 357 4715 eve. 
or 352 0667 daytime  
YOUR     FUTURE your 
resume can determine vour 
future. Have it prepared by 
professional career con- 
sultants an excellent S25 
investment Call for ap- 
pointment:    Toledo   6661*61. 
5700 Southwyck Blvd.  
EUROPE flexibly ano Inex 
pensively call EUROPEAN 
FI Ights toll free I -600 282 0724 
HELPWANTED 
Sax player Into S. Wonder, 
AWB, EWtF to loin working 
band. Call 372 4040or 372 3646. 
Summer employment island 
House Hotel. Port Clinton. 
Ohio. Several summer lobs 
available. Must furnish your 
own housing. Phone (1) 734- 
2166 tor appointment lor on 
campus Interview. 
Personable receptionists tor 
photographing H.S. Seniors in 
mobile studios. Dally travel ■ 
no overnights. Sandusky, OH 
area based. June 13th to 
Thanksgiving. Contact In 
person Student Employment 
Office.   460  Student  Services 
Bldg.  
Waitresses & waiters needed. 
Must be 21 yrs of age. Full or 
part time Apply Dixie 
Electric Co. 254*1 Dixie Hwy. 
Perryiburg. OH 874 6649 n .00 
*.m.-2:Xa.m.  
Bartenders waitresses 8, 
waiters. Must be 21 full or part 
time. Apply In person 10 a.m. 
to 4 p.m Way Back When. 407 
S. Main St.. Findlay.  
Interviewers for household 
Interviewing In the Bowling 
Green Area. Social research 
on non controversial subject. 
Must be able to work In blocks 
ot time, afternoons, evenings 
and weekends April thru June. 
Must furnish own tran- 
sportation. A non- 
discriminatory Affirmative 
Action Employer Send resume 
to Mrs. Evelyn Palmer. 2364 
Middlesex Dr.. Toledo, 43606 
Temp, part time days outside 
work. $1.25 hr  Kmckwbocker. 
Ph. 3S2-S33S.  
WANTED  
Need 1 rmmte Ownrm. Furn. 
Apt. All utll. pd. 352 0945 Ask 
lor Dave.  
2 F. rmmtes. next yr. S75 mo. 
Close to campus. Barb 352 1479 
orDebl 352 6603. 
Needed IMMEDIATELY 1M. 
rmmte to subl. own bdrm. $60 
mo. plus utll. 3527976 Tom. 
I F.rmmt. to subl. Sum. 60 mo 
All utll. pd. Shelley 352 5745. 
1 F. needed to share apt. lor 
Sum. '/7 mo. rent free. Call 352 
t295.  
F. rmmt. to sign lease for 77 
7*. Prefer upperclass grad. 2 
man apt. own rm. reasonable 
352 3646.  
2 M. needed to share an apt. tor 
sum. June Aug. only. Close to 
campus. Ph. 352 7259.  
Need 1 F. rmmt. $17 mo. plus 
utlls. Call 35? 1361.  
F. rmmte. needed. 77 7*. 352 
6907.  
PERSONALS  
Congratulations to Linda 
Mitchell for being selected 
First Runner-up In the Miss 
BGSU    Pageant.    Love,    the 
Sisters of Chi Omega.  
The Chi'O's would like to thank 
the Theta Chl's for their 
fantastic help with Casino. 
Special thanks to the GREAT 
"Spinners", and to the guest 
appearances by "Dione". and 
"Elvis". Thanksagakvl  
Chi O's would like to 
congratulate their new 
NEOPHYTES: Lee Ann, 
Nancy, Glna, Linda. Pam, Jill. 
Beth. Jacqule, Cathy, Cheryl. 
Jennie, Peggy, Jenny, Mlndy, 
Nancy and Lorl.  
The Sisters ot Chi Omega 
would like to congratulate 
Jenny Krueger tor being 
tapped Into Mortor Board, 
way to go. Pretl 
Phi Psi's Thanks tor helping 
us with our 2nd parties! Your 
singing was great. The Alpha 
Phi's  
Delta Zeta's thank all the Delts 
for helping at our second 
parties. We also appreciate 
our new kitchen decorations. 
Get psyched for the Pledge 
Day Teal 
The Talk Show:  9 n tonight 
and every Wed. on Windfall. 
Bob 8 ishop does it to you 11 
Pregnant?    Want    to    talk? 
EMPA 352 6236 M 4S F 1-3 p.m. 
Tu„   W„   Th.   6:309:30  p.m., )  PI 
The     B Ball     Marathon 
coming April 22-23. 
Is 
EUNIES B.rHAPPV HOURS 
Wed. * Thar, t-12 p.m. *»9 S. 
Main. 
FOR SALE 
•72 Yamaha 700. E lectrlc Start. 
4,500mi. $350352 1765.  
r76 Honda GL 1000. 7.000 ml. 
Windjammer, luggage rack, 
like new. s?500 firm 874 6056. 
Peavey Pacer guitar amp.: 
Two Inputs, 45. watts r.m.s.. 
one 12" speaker, master 
volume, bass mldrange. treble 
controls, overdrive & reverb. 
t!30, call Dan Axt at 352 5013. 
1976 Dodge Street Van 
automatic. 318 eng. 7,000 miles 
fully customized. 435 1163 alter 
3 p.m. 
Plymouth Fury III '67 Interest. 
Features. Heavy duty trans, at 
reasonable price S500 or best 
otter. Call 357 3461.  
Phase Linear 400; Crown IC- 
150 pre amp; 2 Boss 901 spfcrs. 
Incl. cabinet, stands 6, 
equalizer. 372-4530. 
SALES -Gas and Oil wells 614 
866 3358 
FOR RENT 
2-3 persons to subl. hse. on 
Wooster across from Rodgers. 
Call 372 3646.  
Houses for 3 or 4 girls. Sum. 
only. Ph. 35? 7365.  
2 bdrm.  Apts. near campus. 
Falls, Sum. Rentals. 3537365. 
Single rms. near campus. Fall 
A, Sum. Rentals. Ph. 352-7365. 
2    BDRM.    APT.    -    LARGE 
FURNISHED WELL 
MAINTAINED FOR4S2S5per 
person per qtr   9 mo.  lease. 
352 8161 from * am  1 p.m. 
SPECIALSUMMER RATESI 
Mobile home for rent next to 
campus. Call Brad after 5 p.m. 
3S? 8018 
Summer,  subl    2  bdrm.  apt. 
One blk. from campus 352 1777 
3 bdrm. hse. near campus, for 
spring or fall. $210 mo. 352 5802 
ave. 
CAMPUS MANOR now renting 
for Summer. Special rates. Ph. 
35? 9X2. 357 7365 eve.  
2 bdrm. furn. $200 mo. utll. 
Incl. except elec. for summer 
across from campus. 352 2625. 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
FURNISHED 6. UNFURN. 
AIR COND a, CABLE TV 9 OR 
12 MONTH LEASES 
REDUCED SUMMER RENT 
352 1800 OR 35? 4671  
BG. Apts 818 6, 82? 2nd St. 2 
bdrm. furn. w-a.c. and gas 
heat. Upper level $370 mo. plus 
elec. Ground Level $300 mo. 
plus elec Summer $150 mo. 
plus elec. Yr. lease $250 mo. 
plus elec Model apt. A 4.818 
2nd St 35? 0205 or 352 5239 
5 bedrm house tor spring or 
fall term. 1-67* 7437 
3 bedrm. House beginning Fall 
I 676 7437. 
l  and  3 bdrm.  apts close to 
campus. 1 876 7437. 
LOW       SUMMER       RATES. 
CALL   NEWLOVE   REALTY. 
3525163.  
Campus Manor has openings 
for 1 or 3 girls to share apt. for 
spring  Ph. 352 9302 or 352 7365 
THURSTON MANOR 
APARTMENTS AIR CON- 
DITIONED, FULLY CAR 
PET6D. CABLE T.V. EF 
FICIENCIES. LAUNDRY 
FACILITIES. NOW LEASING 
FOR SUMMER AND FALL 
451 THURSTON AVE  352 5435 
Preferred Properties Co. 
leasing for Fall 10-1977. 1 a, ? 
bdrm. apt. effec. apt. 4 
houses. Call 352 937*. 
■■'H, 
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THIS SEMESTER 
YOUR READING ASSIGNMENTS WILL PROBABLY 
REQUIRE AROUND 500 HOURS OF YOUR TIME. 
YOU COULD CUT IT TO 150...OR 100. 
OR EVEN 50 HOURS. 
If yon find yourself falling asleep when you are reading... 
If yon have poor comprehension because you daydream while you read... 
If you can't concentrate on the material you are reading... 
If you can't keep up with all of your 
assignments because you read too slowly... 
You should plan lo look into the famous Effective Reading 
Systems, Inc. program. You know how imporlant reading 
speed is in studying . . . classroom work or on the |ob . . . 
and with the high cost of education if you can t keep up . . . 
You may be wasting your time and money and future, too! 
How would you like to increase your reading speed 3, 4, 
maybe 10 times . . . with increased comprehension ond re- 
duced study time? You can! Thousands of students through- 
Out the country will have the opportunity to toke the 
Effective Reading Systems, Inc. Course, including students 
at Bowling Gr*«i Slat. Univ.rsity . Don t wait, act now! Plan to 
enroll in one of the many Effective Reading Systems, Inc. 
classes being offered on campus. You'll learn important 
skills for study, memory, recall, preview and research all 
with the guarantee that each student must at least triple 
his or her reading efficiency or we will refund their tuition. 
(Reading efficiency is a combination of speed ond compre- 
hension, not just speed.) What's more, once you take the 
course, you're automatically a lifetime member, which 
means you can retake the course to refine and extend 
your   reading   skills  any   time—absolutely   free    One  more 
thing,   the   on   campus   program   is   offered   at   a   reduced 
tuition and all faculty, staff  and  students are eligible 
Come to a free speed reading lesson — you II learn how to 
increase your reading speed 50 to 100°o-then take what 
you've learned and cut your reading load os much as half. 
The course runs (8) weeks consecutively! 
Do something constructive this semester— you've 
got  nothing to lose and everything  to gain! 
— Don't Wait — Limited  Enrollment — 
ACT NOW! 
CLASS SIZES ARE LIMITED! 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! 
LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP! 
STUDENT TUITION 
PUN AVAILABLE! 
Attend a free 
Mini Lesson 
Increase Your 
Reading Speed 
50 to 100%. 
KNOCK OFF  A WHOLE  SEMESTER'S  READING  IN ONE-THIRD THE TIME 
. . . AND USE THE REST OF THE TIME FOR FUN. FUN. FUN! 
Increase Your Reading Speed 
50 to 100%. 
Attend a free Mini Lesson 
TODAY 
April 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18. 19 & 20th 
Falcon Plaza Motel 
1450 E. Wooster 
Next to McDonald's 
COMPARE AND DECIDE 
EFFECTIVE 
READING 
SYSTEMS,  INC. 
8 week speed 
reading course with 
study and 
memory skills 
ERS auarantees in 
writing to at least 
triple your reading 
efficiency or you will 
receive a full refund 
Advanced course ot 
no additional charge 
Lifetime membership 
entitles our graduates to 
retake the course to refine 
and extend their skills 
at no additional charge 
Our staff are professional 
speed and learning skills 
instructors who we 
require to be State 
Certified Public Teachers 
Our instructors are 
given reading 
proficiency evaluations 
BOTH afternoon 
ond evening 
classes offered 
20°o - 75°0 discount 
on books 
Tuition Assistance 
Payment Plan - NO 
FINANCE CHARGE 
Price:  tuition i* 
almost half 
EVELYN WOOD 
READING 
DYNAMICS 
7 week course 
Partial refund if 
you fail 
No known advanced 
course 
Their students are 
required to pay a 
registration fee to 
retake the course 
No Stote Certification 
required to teach 
No reading 
proficiency evaluations 
Mostly evening 
classes offered 
No discount 
on books 
Contractual obligation 
with finance charge 
TUITION AND FEES 
TUITION COVERS: (1) All material used in class; (2) Make- 
up classes; (3) Counseling os required; (4) Workshop 
sessions; (5) Tronsfer; (6) lifetime membership program; 
(7) Continuation classes; (8) Limited enrollment; (9) Money 
back guarantee; (10) Advanced course; (II) You may pay 
by Master Charge, BankAmericard. personal check, or 
tuition assistance plan — no finance charge. 
Effective Reading Systems, Inc. 
SIK cess 0vexK)h readme) 
(A company established by former Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics' Instructors) 
29260  FRANKLIN   ROAD    SUITE  126   •  SOUTHFIELD    MICHIGAN  48034   •   (313) 358-3680 
©Copyright   Efftctive Reading Sflleml   Inc.  1976   AM rlghtt rtierved 
Gill quits BG squad 
Women host pentathlon 
ByBUTEitep 
Associate Spurn Editor 
There'll be something-or somebody- 
missing when the Falcon women's 
track squad hosts the second annual BG 
Pentathlon Invitational today. 
Simply. Junior BG standout Jenny 
Gill won't be in attendance. Not run- 
ning. Not Jumping. Not competing. 
Gill, the ace basketball guard who 
placed at nationals the past two seasons 
In the pentathlon, quit the team 
following Monday's practice. 
A school record holder in the sprints, 
Gill garnered seventh in the Assn. of 
Intercollegiate Athletics for Women 
lAlAWi national pentathlon event last 
year with 3,488 points. In addition, she 
placed second in last year's initial BG 
event with 3,479 points. 
WHY DID she quit? 
"I've run for eight years," Gill said 
Monday night. "I'm not really satisfied 
with my performances right now. I'm 
not enjoying it (track). 
"I thought it best for the team that I 
quit." she said. "I came back here 
(home) after practice and decided. 
"I quit primarily for personal 
reasons." 
It surprised her coach, Dave 
Williams. 
"I was surprised but I thought it had 
been coming the last two years," 
Williams said yesterday. "The last two 
years I think she was getting tired of 
track. Maybe she needs a year off. 
"I THINK basketball is her true love 
anyway," Williams said. "Maybe she 
can find a home over there. 
"She was mentally depressed after 
last week (BG Invitational), he said. 
"She's been running for 13 years and I 
think she was plain tired of running 
track. 
"Her performances last weekend 
weren't bad, but they weren't up to 
what she was capable of doing. I think 
she was just out of shape for track. I 
think she could have Improved, but 
that's that." 
That's that? Williams realizes that 
the loss of GUI will be costly. 
"SURE, IT'S going to hurt," he said. 
"She's a fine sprinter and Jumper. And 
she would help for sure in the relays 
and Jumps. But now we have to make It 
without her." 
The Falcons then will start with 
today's pentathlon, which will include 
competition in 100-meter hurdles, shot 
put, high Jump, long Jump and the 800- 
meter run. The 800 replaces the 200- 
meter dash this season. 
Williams said he will move Sue 
Cowman up to team with Junior Gail 
Billet and Debbie Romsek, while Betsy 
Miller will Join freshman Mary Zarn 
and Columbus senior I.ynne Heckman. 
Michigan State and the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison will also field three- 
man teams. Competition begins at 3 
p.m. at Whittaker Track. FINAL JUMP?-In the midst of today's second amnal BG Pentathlon Invitational, Jenny GUI, national placer 
in the event the last two 
Moaday.  
Nt-H*«to by Lorry Koytar 
quit the sqaad 
PageS 
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BG splits twinbill behind Thiede, Owen 
Xavier didn't make its 
usual spring trip to New 
Orleans this year in order to 
buy a pitching machine used 
to increase batting skills. 
The move by the 
Musketeers paid  dividends 
Healthy Storm paces Falcon thinclads 
ByBUIEstep 
Associate Sports Editor 
Warning to Mid-American 
Conference (MAC) sprin- 
ters: Brian Storm hasn't 
arrived-yet. 
Storm, the defending MAC 
100-yard dash titlist, keyed 
the Falcons 84-79 loop dual 
track victory last Saturday 
at Ball State. 
The senior from 
Washington Court House 
captured the 100 and 220 yard 
oash events for the second 
straight week with 
respective clockings of 9.9 
and 22.8. But while the 
Cardinals might have been 
impressed, Storm wasn't. 
"I'm not really satisfied," 
said Storm, an Olympic 
qualifier last spring. "I'm 
not in shape like I'd like to 
be. But I guess I can't expect 
too much." 
OR AT least not mid- 
season times. Storm tore 
cartilage in his right knee 
during the second meet of 
the indoor season and sat out 
the remainder of winter 
campaign. 
Now he's back, but not 
better than ever. 
"I sat out the indoor 
season, letting it (knee) heal 
up," Storm said. "It's aU 
healed up now, but I'm not 
ready to take a lot of abuse. 
"I had a little trouble 
Saturday because of their 
track.    It  was rubberized 
asphalt and really hard. It 
irritated the knee and it 
sweUed up a little. 
•"I've got a few weeks to go 
until it's back at full tilt," he 
claimed. "But it's healed 
and healthy. It's not strong 
enough yet. I need time to 
get it back in shape and all." 
BUT WITH the Falcons 
thin on spruit talent this 
season, Storm isn't going to 
get much chance to rest. 
"I don't think it's put any 
more pressure on me," 
Storm said of BG's sprint 
shortage. "We won't have 
the strength in the lower 
sprints that we've had in the 
past. But I won't have to do 
anymore than In the past. 
"Most everybody in the 
shorter distances haven't 
been what they should be," 
he said. "The weather 
hasn't been good and It's the 
beginning of the season. 
Beginning of the season or 
not, the local thinclads did 
capture nine events en route 
to it's second straight MAC 
dual win. 
Among the BG surprises 
was James Shepherd. The 
sophomore hurdler, who 
bypassed last season, 
captured the 120-yard highs 
in 14.7. 
"SHEPHERD did well," 
said a healthy Falcon coach 
Mel Brodt, who left Wood 
County Hospital for Muncie 
and the meet early Saturday. 
"He's the only hurdler we 
have. Dave Godfray is still 
out with an indoor injury." 
Other BG winners in- 
cluded: Brian Hoch, 440- 
yard intermediate hurdles, 
56.7; John Anich, 440-yard 
dash. 50.1; Kevin Ryan, 880- 
yard run, 1:53.5; Gary 
Desjardlns, three-mile run, 
14:03.5; Michel Raymond, 
long jump, 22-l3« and Jeff 
Brown, javelin, 173-5. 
With the next dual outing 
slated for May 7 with Ohio 
University, the Falcons hit 
the relay circuit this 
weekend at the Dogwood 
Relays in Knoxville, Tenn. 
Wooster whips women I oxers 
By Cheryl Geschke 
Staff Reporter 
"Upsy-downsy," Falcon coach Carol Durentini quipped 
after the women's lacrosse team 11-7 loss to the CoUege of 
Wooster Saturday. 
"Our passing was shoddy and a team can't score without 
It," Durentini said. "But we have a lot of speed and en- 
durance. 
"The match was more aerial ipassing) than the score 
showed. In the first minutes of the game, we had a 2-0 lead. 
But then they scored four quick goals and by the end of the 
first half we were losing 7-4." 
Durentini said the lack of stickwork and conditioning led to 
demise. Facing a rebuilding season, the BG coach Is aiming 
for more balance between the defending and attacking ends. 
"We can't depend on one person to do all the work," she 
said. 
YOUR COMPUTE 
ONE STOP 
PRINTER! 
BUT THERE were some bright spots in the Wooster 
match. 
Senior point Tina Bryant tallied six goals for the Falcons 
and center Jenny Dunn added one. Lisa Lawson was a strong 
defender for the team also, according to Durentini. 
"When you go out against a strong opponent like Wooster at 
the start of a season, you find out where your weaknesses are 
and can work on them," Durentini claimed. "We have the 
abUity, we Just need seasoning." 
BG goalie Linda Dey was credited with 15 saves .while the 
Falcons completed only seven of their 20 attempts. 
************** 
Buy the best - Ride a Schwinn 
BOOK'S BIKE SHOP 
103 W  Po. Rd . Bowling OIHO  OH 
in their 7-6, 8-inning victory 
in the opener, but Falcon 
righthander Stu Thiede shut 
off Xavier In the nightcap, 
giving Bowling Green an 8-1 
win and a spUt in the twinbill 
at Stellar Field yesterday. 
Thiede pitched three-hit, 
shutout baseball before 
letting freshman Chris DU1 
wrap up mound duties in the 
seventh. 
THE TRIUMPH lifts the 
Falcons' season mark to 13- 
7. with 14 games still 
remaining in the massive 
homestand. 
Outside of Thiede's out- 
standing performance, 
hitting dominated yester- 
day's doubteheader. 
First Gamt 
Xjvicr 000 410 01-7 11 0 
BG 103 001 01--* 101 
Second Gamt 
Xavier 000 000 I-l 1 1 
BO 00] 023 >•-• 11 1 
In the first game, BG 
frittered away a four-run 
lead, but leftflelder Steve 
DiLucca sent the contest in 
extra innings with a long 
homer over the nghtfield 
scoreboard in the sixth. 
But after starter and loser 
Jim Joyce yielded two runs 
in the eighth on a balk and 
suicide squeeze play, the 
Falcons came back a taUy 
short, leaving the bases 
loaded in the bottom half of 
the frame. 
With Thiede hurling, the 
Falcons exploded in the 
second game with three runs 
in the third, two in the fifth 
and three more in the sixth. 
Larry Owen's eighth 
homer of the season-a three- 
run shot in the third-was all 
BG needed. Owen's hitting 
streak is now 10games. 
Tonight 7 • 9 Alpha Sigma Phi 
MEXICAN FIESTA RUSH 
Tacos and Chili Dogs 
*  1 OLDFRATROW 
U      X 
a    u i 
BG 
PLAIN TALK 
FROM ARMCO ON 
FINDING A JOB: 
Environmentalism 
-will it muddy 
the Job pool? 
Some people think America will have 
10 spend .1 trillion dollars by the mid- 
land's on more pollution control. Could 
this hurt your chance of getting a job 
you want'.' We hope not    but it's a 
possibility 
America simply docsn t have a 
trillion dollars to spare. Shilling so vast 
an amount from other uses will disrupt 
nearly every other national goal. 
Adding costly environmental 
equipment doesn't increase industrial 
production. So once ihc equipment is 
in place, the handful of new jobs 
created lor pollution control is more 
than offset by production |ohs that 
don't appear. Spending large sums on 
pollution control means companies 
can't spend that money on something 
else — like new jobs. 
We're going to need another 
IN.OOO.dU) jobs in this country by 19N5. 
These days the average job costs 
$42. If* to create. So a trillion dollars 
is more than the total current cost of 
creating 18.000AX) jobs. 
Even if we had a trillion dollars. 
America couldn't satisfy iis most 
extreme environmental demands 
already on ihe hooks. Air quality rules 
now lock important areas of the coun- 
try out of any new industrial develop- 
ment. And water quality standards 
being applied to all bodies of water, no 
matter how they're used, will stymie 
even population growth in many parts 
of the U.S. 
We all want clean air and water 
We've been sensitized to pollution's 
dangers (or years. But the (act is: 
America's air and water have been 
getting cleaner lately. We've obviously 
still got a lot to do. But as we do it. 
we need to study carefully the costs and 
benefits, to keep environmentalism 
from tying America up in knots. 
Free-Ar irco's plain 
talk on how to got 
a job 
We've got a free booklet 10 help you 
get a job. Use it to set yourself apart, 
above the crowd. We answer 50 key 
questions you'll need to know. Like 
why you should Nine up on companies 
you like. What 10 do alter the first 
interview. Hints to make you a more 
aggressive, attractive job candidate. 
All prepared for Armco by a consulting 
firm specializing in business recruiting, 
with help from the placement staff of 
a leading university. 
Send (or your (ree copy of How to 
Gel a Job. Write Armco Steel Corpor- 
ation. Educational Relations Dept.. 
General Offices. U-4. Middletown. 
Ohio 45043. Our supply is limited, so 
write now. 
ARMCO 
V 
Plain talk about 
POLLUTION CONTROL 
So far. Armco has spent $260,000,000 
for pollution control systems. Running 
that equipment costs us another 
$26,000,000 a year. We've slashed our 
air emissions 95%. But now we've 
passed the point of diminishing returns. 
Cutting into that final 5% can cost 
more—and waste more electrical 
energy—than it took to stop the entire 
95%. What's worse, generating the 
electricity to reduce industrial emis- 
sions further often creates more 
pollution at power plants than industry 
removes. As a nation, we need to 
carefully examine environmentalist 
demands and balance them against 
their social, as well as economic, 
consequences. 
Neil time somebody says industry 
ought to start cleaning up its act. you 
might like tc point out that the clean- 
up is well on its way. The more extra 
environmental costs pile on. the fewer 
new jobs there may be. 
Armco wvjoli your ptaln totk 
on efwtronrnerrtaitsrn and job* 
Does our message make sense'.' We'd 
like to know what \<>u think. Your 
personal experiences. Facts you've 
found to prove or disprove our point. 
Drop us a line. We'll send you a more 
detailed report on the relationship 
between pollution control and jobs. 
Our offer of How to Get a Job. above, 
tells you how to write us. Let us hear 
from you. We've all got a stake in 
more American jobs. 
